APPROVAL TO PRESENT THESIS

THESIS REVIEWS will take place Tuesday, May 30 and if needed, Wednesday, May 31

Upload signed form + thesis poster here by May 7
Questions? Contact Rick Mohler, Graduate Program Coordinator, remohler@uw.edu

Student Name: ___________________________________________ Student # _____________________

UW email ____________________________________________

Degree Program:

☐ Master of Architecture
Are you pursuing a degree concentration? If yes, which one:
  ☐ History, Theory, & Criticism  ☐ Materials & Fabrication  ☐ Sustainable Systems & Design
  
  **Please complete Degree Concentration Final Checklist and submit with your Approval to Present Form due also on May 10.**

☐ Concurrent Master of Architecture/Master of Landscape Architecture
☐ Master of Science in Architecture, Design Computing
☐ Master of Science in Architecture, History & Theory

If you are pursuing a Certificate, please indicate which one here:

__________________________

Thesis Title:

__________________________

Briefly summarize the subject matter of your thesis:

Scheduling of Thesis Presentations

Student: Please discuss with your thesis committee any serious time or date restrictions that would prevent you (student) from presenting at any particular time.

Thesis Committee: Please note any time restrictions that might prevent committee members from attending your review (ie course instruction time or travel).
Assembling Your Thesis Reviewers

We will make an effort to match thesis projects with appropriate jurors. Indicate what expertise would you like to see represented on your thesis jury (for example, preservation, urban design, housing design, theater design, etc.), or certain emphases in practice (for example, rural projects, materials and making, etc.) List in order of importance (no more than three, please):

1. 
2. 
3. 

Will you be inviting a guest juror? If so, please provide their name and describe what expertise will your guest juror offers:

Are there any other aspects of your thesis presentation about which we should be aware of?

Committee Approval to Present

This form acknowledges the student’s commitment to present one’s thesis on behalf of both the student and their committee. While the department cannot require a student to present, submitting this form triggers departmental action on the student's behalf including assembling and scheduling thesis reviews, coordinating the reviews with faculty on other committees and inviting outside critics. Submitting this form and then failing to present entails serious consequences for the department, faculty and professional community. If there is doubt regarding readiness to present on the part of either the student or committee, please do not submit the form.
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